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Happy Birthday, Your Majesty

HBCC DIRECTORS

celebrate the Queen’s birthday, when I knew for a fact that Elizabeth II was born in
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Betty Huider - Secretary
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Mary Valade - Membership
Sandra Mason - Events
Pat Yaremko - Director
Leah Hill - Director
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April - the same month and year as my father! Of course, we are honouring our

ADMINISTRATION

Queen, but also her (and Prince Philip’s!) great-great-grandmother Queen Victoria

Anne Joiner - Website, FB
Paulette Kirkey - Website, FB
Angela van Breemen - Tech, FB
Kimberly Evans - Our Cars, BD

“The Twenty-fourth of May
Is the Queen’s birthday If we don’t get a holiday,
We’ll all run away!”
This little rhyme is from before my time, but my mother would recite it every year.
As a child, it always seemed strange to me that we were given a holiday in May to

who was actually the one born on May 24. That date was celebrated from at least
1865 on, and made an official holiday in Canada after her death in 1901 - marking
her 63 year reign as monarch.
According to Garry Toffoli of the Canadian Royal Heritage Trust, the holiday is
about recognizing who we are as a people. “If it weren’t for the Crown, there
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wouldn’t be a Canada. We’d be part of the United States.” God forbid. It is a day
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to celebrate our democracy, our Parliamentary traditions, our rule of law - and of
course, a day to have fun and enjoy fireworks!

Victoria Day is a distinctively Canadian celebration, oddly enough. May you have
a good one, and “God Save the Queen”.
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Teaching in a One-Room School
House (Caledon 1963-4)
When Teaching was Fun and Kids Were Kind
By Marion Mason (Retired teacher, now living in Caledon)
In the early 1960’s, I was living and teaching in Etobicoke. We had a young
family and a new home, but something was missing. I yearned to teach in a
one-room country school before they were a thing of the past. One
summer’s day, there was a notice in our local paper about a one-year
position in a one-room Caledon school: grades one to eight. It was at the
corner of the Gore Road and Old Church Road. I did not, at the time, even
know where that was, but decided to phone and I got an interview for the
following evening at the schoolhouse.
It was quite intimidating to meet the school trustees on their home turf. They
had few school issues and questions, but did want to know if I planned on
having more children, and what church I attended. One kind trustee, Mrs.
Helen Howard befriended me and I got the job. It was for one year only as
the new Sandhill School was opening the following September.
There were 21 children in Grades one through eight - all excited, happy and
anxious to learn.
As teacher, lunchroom attendant, nurse, librarian,
choirmaster, caretaker and wearer of many other hats, I embarked on this
one-year magical journey with them. There was a strap in the top drawer,
where it stayed for the whole year as it even intimidated me!
I held a “Meet the Teacher” night in late September and quickly drove home
after school to pick up the baking I had done for this social. As I drove back
up the unpaved Gore Road, within 3 miles of the school, I had a flat tire. I
pulled over to the side of the road, turned off the car and got out. The
darkness was overwhelming, so I turned the lights back on and there were
no houses in sight except for one across a field to the west. I started across
the field for the farmhouse lights when I heard a close mooing sound.
Imagining a huge bull, I ran for the farmhouse and started banging on the
door, only to have the frightened farm woman turn off the lights. I shouted to
her that I was the new schoolteacher down the road and that I had to phone
the school. Thank goodness she let me in. Finally, someone at the school
ahead of me answered and along came a ride. After the “Meet the
(Bedraggled) Teacher” meeting, the farmer who drove me to the school
drove me back to my car, changed the tire and I was on my way back to the
city. (I still do not know how to change a tire.)
Every event that year was equally traumatic - but the kids were great! They
loved the fact that they knew so much more about farming than I ever would
and they loved to quiz me about which grain they had brought to school. In
winter the schoolyard was full of snow forts built over recesses and lunch
hours, and yes, snowball fights were allowed because these kids were not
out to hurt each other, but just to have fun. If the pipes froze, we were
allowed to go home and so the kids used to pack snow around them hoping
that would do it, but very few of us were ever absent. I read a chapter of an
Enid Blyton mystery book every day right after lunch break, which brought
them quickly in from outside and ready to listen. In Spring, kids were often
unwillingly absent due to chores with new farm babies.
On April Fool’s Day, the kids opened the school early and got in and they hid
everywhere. Unfortunately, the gruff, unhappy, unsmiling Inspector chose
that day to inspect me for the first time after seven months on the job. He
was waiting in his car in front of the school when I arrived and we entered
together. Kids jumped out from everywhere shouting, “April Fool’s Day!”. He
wrote in his notes that I had no control. This was his one and only visit to
“help” me that year.

The summer of 1963 was when we had bought our second car. It was a ten
year old MGTD two-seater roadster, which is still in the family today. I drove
it up the unpaved Gore Road daily to school throughout the months of
September to November and then again in the spring. It has running boards
and often a stray kid or two would hitch a ride to school on them. I always
had the top down and often found it difficult to stop on the gravel road when
animals were crossing.
Continued on 3
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The MGTD
“I sold the TF and gave the TD to
my son.
In the old days, I paid for the gas.
I paid for the insurance. I paid for
the parts to fix it. - and he drove it.
GUESS WHY I GAVE IT TO
HIM??
Now I drive it whenever I feel like
it.
He pays for the gas. He pays for
the insurance and he pays for the
parts.
I am now thinking of giving him my
Buick/Chrysler and MGB!!”
Bill Mason

Caledon Schoolhouse

Teaching in a One-Room School
House (Caledon 1963-4) Continued from 2
Curious cattle on the road were intimidatingly bigger than the little open MG.
I loved fresh peas and the kids brought me a bushel full of them one day. I
had them on the seat beside me and on the way home, I turned too sharply
and crossed a ditch and landed on a front lawn down off Highway 50. Peas
scattered everywhere. As I drove over the lawn to the driveway and backed
down it, I wondered what the homeowners would think of all those peas!
Bullying was unheard of. Brothers and sisters looked after each other and
parents took parenting seriously. Kids were taught how to behave by their
parents. It was not the teacher’s job. Lunches were shared and no one had
a peanut allergy.
I was sad when the year ended. I loved all of those kids with their trials and
tribulations and often wondered what happened to each of them - the two
older sisters up Palgrave way, the two from Children’s Aid on the sheep farm,
the two good looking hardy farm boys, the sweet little primary girls, the
Inspector who thought I would need his scorching report to be hired back by
the Etobicoke School Board. It sure was a wonderful year of experiences
that affected the next 35 years of my teaching career.
The schoolhouse was sold the following year for $3000, a sum equal to my
salary that year - an astronomical sum for us to consider at that time. I would
never have thought that eventually I would live in Caledon. As I drive by it
now on my way to my northern Caledon home, I often wonder if the same
people still own it and what they have done to the inside. Do they still have
the stage off to the side where we put on plays and had a choir? It still brings
back fond memories of a wonderful year of teaching when everything was so
much simpler and kids were allowed to be kids.
(Marion stopped by and the schoolhouse is now inhabited by the next
generation of the same family who purchased it in 1964.)
Thank you to everyone who has contributed to this issue of BRITISH DRIVEN
If you have an article or an idea for a future issue that you would like to share
with our members, please contact Kimberly at editor@headwatersbritishcarclub.org
Stay safe everyone and enjoy the sunshine. We hope to see you soon.
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Letters to
the Editor
“Awesome, thank you so
much! It’s always a great
puzzle you make.
Thanks - the gift is here
already. We are doing
okay. Regards,”
Tom Hodgson
HBCC

The beautifully illustrated “Flywheel”

Flywheel
Reprinted with kind permission from Jim Martin of Niagara British Car Club
Flywheel was chosen for our masthead in honour of some very dedicated
auto enthusiasts who published their own magazine under that banner 75 years
ago. Tom Swallow and Arthur Pill were British prisoners of war at Stalag IV-B in
the closing years of World War II. They and half a dozen members of the so
called Muhlberg Motor Club published an automotive magazine to be shared
amongst the prisoners. There has never been a more heroic magazine or one
with a smaller print run. Of the ten issues produced, only a single copy of each
was made. Each was printed on lined note paper using other scrounged
materials. Inks were made from dissolved quinine pills from their meagre medical
supply. Printing was done by hand, and hand-drawn illustrations of cars,
motorcycles and automotive events, all from memory, were glued to the pages
with fermented millet soup. Each issue was eagerly read as it was passed from
prisoner to prisoner.
Amazingly, many, if not all, the issues survived and were discovered in Toronto in
the 1980’s. In 1987, they were published into the hard cover book pictured above.
Tom Swallow was a remarkable man. While in the prison camp he wrote to BSA
Motorcycles, seeking a dealer’s license once the war was over. They wrote back
an encouraging letter, and after he returned home he sold his Morgan threewheeler to fund his dealership. Health problems stemming from his time in the
stalag would dog him the rest of his life, but he never gave up his passion for
riding. Later in life he trained as a Cordon Bleu chef and opened his own motor
court and restaurant. He was widely in demand as a public speaker. When the
Flywheel book was published, Tom donated all of his royalties to the Red Cross in
return for all they had done for P.O.W.’s during the war. Tom Swallow died in
2007.
The Flywheel magazine’s motto was: “To keep the works going round on the
idle strokes.” Seems appropriate right now, don’t you think?
If you are as inspired by this story as I, then you might consider purchasing a used
copy of the book. I found one on eBay very reasonably priced. - Editor
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“Just finished reading the
last 3 British Drivens.
Loved the limericks.
Al Capone and the St.
Valentine’s Day massacre are Chicago history,
not New York.
Stay healthy.”
John Roden
BSCCHamilton
Thanks for reading. You
are absolutely right - I
knew that, have absolutely no idea why I would
have put New York.
Brain fart?
Editor
“Hope you and all are
well. In our down time
the NBCC has started a
newsletter to help fill the
vacuum. Its not as pretty
as yours but until I can
find someone in the club
with desktop publishing
skills it will have to remain
the ugly stepsister.
Nevertheless it is something additional to read.
Cheers and stay hunkered down.”
Jim Martin
NiagaraBCC
Such kind words! Editor
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Poet
Mystery

Airlines in the Time of COVID-19

By the Mystery Poet

Good morning; thanks for sending your newsletter every month.

Who is that Ghost
Writer?
We all want to know Is it that laddy that
loves the word “sold”Or is it that young
man that plays in the
cold?
Could it be the virtuoso that just has to
sing
Or the man with the
hat that does his own
thing?
Could they be German, Italian or Dutch
Help me I plead as I
need a new crutch
Together forever or
death ‘til we part
This mystery is mine
right from the start.

I read the article of how your members were repatriated by Sunwing (“How
We Got Back Home!” by Angela van Breement BRITISH DRIVEN April 2020)
Our circumstances are the opposite.

By Debbie Bolton of Mainly Minis Montreal

For the first time in two years, we booked a trip to Germany to attend the
International mini Meet in Bavaria, Germany. Events tickets bought last
August. Rooms booked. Air Canada tickets bought. Departure was for May
29.
As the virus hit Germany, we waited in vain for the host club to cancel the
event.
Air Canada changed our departing flight. Then they offered a one-year
credit. Fully believing that this won’t be over by next year and next year’s
IMM is scheduled to take place in Italy...no way would we be going to Italy!
I reached out to Air Canada at 9:30 p.m. and waited 15 minutes. I spoke to a
very nice man named George in Tampa, Florida and was able to negotiate a
two-year credit instead of one. I don’t know if mentioning that my brother
and niece both work for Air Canada helped convince him or not! The credit
is for the individual ticket holder - regardless of who purchased the ticket.
Murphy’s Law: the event is postponed until June 2022. My flight credit
expires March 2022. $1,867. If my rebooked flight costs less than that - I do
not receive any refund; however if it costs more, then I must pay the
difference.
Yesterday Air Canada cancelled all flights out of Europe until June. Had I
waited, I would have received a full refund with no conditions. So, my advice
to anyone with upcoming booked travel: Wait until the airline cancels and
receive a full refund. My only credit option involved a $600 penalty.
So hopefully everyone stays healthy and we beat this virus. Be safe and
thanks for the monthly distractions.

Be Careful
One of our HBCC members’ emails was hacked recently. We had some fun...
Not Member: How are you doing today? Please I really need an urgent help and Favor from you am currently not available
on phone should have called you, I will be really grateful if you would help me. Hope to read back from you soon.
Us: (Email forwarded to Member’s real email address) Member, is this from you?
Not Member: Yes I actually sent it. So happy I got your response, its not too late, am so sorry to bother you with this message but I got no choice, I need to get Google play card for my niece, its her birthday today, but I can’t do that due to the
pain am having on my knees now, even find it hard to walk properly. I am going up and down one step at a time. Honestly
this method is neither graceful or fast! The stores around here are out of stock and I tried purchasing online but got no luck
on that. Could you please get them from any store around you? I’ll pay back. Kindly let me know if you can handle this?
At this point we phoned the Member to make sure he knew what was going on. He confirmed that the email was certainly
not from him, so we wrote back:
Us: Oh dear, so sorry your knees are bothering you again! How is your sweet little dog, Crackers, doing if you
can’t walk her? That must be so hard. How much are you planning on spending on the Gift Card? - Bud
Not Member: Thank you so much. Total amount needed $300 ($100 denomination) there’s a silver design on the back
of the card gently scratch it to reveal the pins take snapshot and attach all to me, so I can forward them to her. But before
this send a picture of the cards to confirm.
Us: Will pick up today and drop off at your place. - Bud
Oddly enough, the fake HBCC Member never replied…
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FREE!
Tom Hodgson has recently
found himself with some
time on his hands, which

has afforded him the
opportunity to sort through
his cache of car magazines!
To Jean’s delight, no doubt,
the following are looking for
a good home:

Earth Wobble!
By Don Osadec of the Niagara British Car Club
I read your interesting and well written article on the sunshine (“Let the Sun
Shine” by Ed Taccone BRITISH DRIVEN April 2020). Here are some of my
thoughts.
I have read a lot on the subject over the past years and agree with your
observation. One thing, though, the shift of the earth’s axis back and forth
from 21.1 degrees to 24.5 degrees is generally referred in scientific terms as
“earth wobble”., which along with other factors that you mention is
responsible for a come and go of our earth ice ages of generally 14,000 year
cycles, so...which way is it going now?

There is much talk about global warming so is it now receding? When will it
turn around and cover us with ice again? I don’t think we will need to worry
about that. The wobble shift takes a long, long, long time!
Humans have been largely blamed for today’s global warming, but wobble
and ice age formation has been going on long before man and massive
burning of fossil fuels came on the scene. We are not causing an ice age probably just speeding it up a little.

Hope you agree with my point of view and respond if you wish. Stay safe,
stay healthy.
Hi Don, Thank you and glad you enjoyed my article. I have always enjoyed
astronomy. Your point of view is correct. I’ll try to explain for those that don’t
know “earth wobble” like we do. To enhance an explanation of “earth wobble”.
The Earth wobbles just slightly as it spins on its axis, similarly to when a spinning top starts to slow down. This wobble, known as precession, is primarily
by the gravity of the sun and moon pulling on the Earth’s equatorial bulges.
As you mentioned, Don, the wobble doesn’t change the tilt of the Earth’s axis,
but the orientation changes; over about 26,000 years Earth wobbles around
in a complete circle.
- Ed Taccone
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~90 copies of “Safety
Fast”, the British MG Car
Club Magazine (these are
at least 10 years old)
~150 copies of “MG
Enthusiast”. One per
month up to December 2019
~40 copies of “Octagon”,
the Toronto MG Car Club
Magazine
If interested, send an email
editor@headwatersbritishcarclub.org

and I will let Tom know
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“Oy! Whose MGB IS That, Anyway?”
Here’s a contest that’s not for the faint of heart! Below you will find photos of the MGB cars that have been submitted to the
“Our Cars” section of the Headwaters British Car Club website. Your job, should you choose to accept it, is to identify the
owner of each (and by each, I mean more than the other participants) in the shortest time. In other words, match Column A
to Column B.
To the address below, send me a list from 1 - 13 and next to each car number, the letter of the corresponding owner.
Needless to say, a prize will be forthcoming. Contest starts now...
newslet-

newsletter@headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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A.

Mark Bates

B.

Bill & Eilish Boston

C.

Michael Davies

D.

David Finch

E.

Leah Hill

F.

Tom & Jean Hodgson

G. Bill & Marion Mason

12
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13

H.

Ken & Sandra Mason

I.

Jim & Heidi Matthews

J.

Norm & Hilary Redpath

K.

Warren & Melody Snow

L.

Bill & Jane Tully

M. Jean-Louis & Mary Valade

A New Way
By Dorien Berteletti
So here we are in this New World learning new tricks and words. The latest
buzz words are “essential services”, “social distancing” and “flattening the
curve”, something I hear or read about daily. Today I came across a new
one: we are now into “bending curves”.
Dr. David Williams, Ontario’s Chief Medical Officer of Health said, “If we
continue to be stringent on our social distancing...we would see an even
better bending of the curve.”
Conservative Leader Andrew Scheer highlighted that countries like South
Korea, Singapore and Taiwan were able to increase COVID-19 testing early
on and flatten the curve.
Getting back to automotive matters, the steering inner shaft on my TR18
needs its curve flattened and another steering unit I was using, curves left
when you steer right. I am definitely into the flattening of curves.
I hope to get all the curves sorted out by the time you read this. Talking
about curves, I will be dealing with angles as that’s important in aligning up
your drive shaft between your transmission and the pinion. 3 degrees or less
are the magic numbers, and so as to make life easier I ordered a digital unit
from Lee Valley Tools. The universal joints can cause vibration at high
speeds if off spec, and since I am setting up a chassis without existing factory
mounting points, I will have to sort it out myself.
I installed the rebuilt Crown/wheel/pinion in the Bristol 400 and it definitely put
on weight over the winter, as it was one mighty heave to get it up and into
place. No umpf left in me to make practice re-runs. LOL
Looking at the backing plates, I see several curves that for now do not need
flattening, however a quiz comes to mind. There are several unusual
features in this set up, so if you can spot them - send an email off to
Kimberly. Bragging rights only for this one - but congratulations to Tom on
his
recently winning the Crossword Puzzle Challenge - well done!
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Upcoming
Events
Care-avan in Support of Front
Line Staff and Residents
Saturday, June 6 @ 10 a.m.
Meet at south side
of Orangeville Plaza
Run will include drive by of
Headwaters Hospital and
Seniors Facilities in
Orangeville and Shelburne
Feel free to decorate your car
with signs/balloons, etc.
Bill and Marion Mason
All British VIRTUAL
Classic & Antique Car Show
Saturday, June 13

On FACEBOOK @
Headwaters British Car Club Group
(See Ad on Page 14)
Ed Taccone
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MorroccoW-

Where Anne looked chic...

A New Way

And Dorien looked sheik!

Continued from 8

Essential services are not necessarily what you may expect, but I will not
argue…
The ingredients for my wine making are in and my supplier informed me it
was an essential service. Why argue?
Picked up a Triumph crankshaft from machining and then on to balancing
and these places are considered essential services. LOL Actually, they
do machine work and balancing for a lot of industries, so we hobbyists
benefit.
Traffic in and around Toronto is like it was 40 years ago, so speeds are
way up, actually way way up, so quite interesting really and you can get in
and out in hardly any time.
It was interesting reading about Angela’s story of trials and tribulations on
the way home...one way to raise your stress levels. We missed a similar
tale(?) by a couple of weeks. We were doing our thing in Morocco and
had a great time and plan to return. At one point we camped out in the
desert and went camel riding (found it largely overrated!), but the buildings
and markets were amazing and the people a lot of fun.
French is their second language and the highway signs are all bilingual just as well, otherwise we would still be driving around, as Arabic was never in my studies.
Got a note from Kimberly wondering if we were home. I thought that
1) She was doing a survey, or
2) She had done some baking that needed sampling,
But I was wrong...bummer. Knowing about Angela and Peter, she thought
we may also be missing and was checking up. Thank you, Kimberly!
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Fitting New Side Moulding
By Tom Hodgson
Fitting new side moulding - a simple job - usually.

I decided some months ago to replace the Jaguar’s side moulding as it was
looking rough and wrinkled at the “Mylar” (chrome part) coating. Since it is only a
“peel and stick” procedure, I figured I could easily get it done by the start of the
driving season.
Therefore, in January I ordered a suitable role of moulding from Dawn Enterprises
in Ohio. It came in quickly in a roll about 18 inches in diameter. Since I didn’t
want to crack the Mylar while unwinding the roll, I placed it in the middle of a spare
bed (much to Jean’s displeasure, however I convinced her that ABS has no
noticeable odour, so no worries!) and then over the next month slowly allowed the
circle to become larger until it was about six feet in diameter. By the way, a spare
bed is ideal as the room is warm and not disturbed very often.
By the time I was ready to do the fitting in early April, times had sure changed. I
now realized that I had all the time in the world to do it right. Taking off the old
trim was easy enough, as dust had penetrated under the glue tape so afterwards
only a bit of solvent cleaning was required. Next I lined up the old strips and cut
new ones to size. Two didn’t fit for some reason. Blame Murphy, as usual!
Luckily I had purchased extra, so all was okay.
The first thing I noticed was that there was a considerable lengthwise curve in all
the strips. From my past work with plastics I knew this was common in that the
producer’s die was not correctly tuned for the extrusion temperature. In most
plastic extrusions, the thick part of the profile tends to run faster than the thin part,
thus leaving a stress in the product. For interest it’s called “elastic memory”. Heat
annealing is the only way to get rid of these stresses.
I was once watching a customer make 2 inch by 25 thou strips of vinyl to be used
as lawn chair strapping. In order to get an even flow he used what is called a
“coat hanger shaped die”. Since the plastic wants to flow faster in the centre
(partly due to more heat in the centre and partly due to more friction on the
outside) the centre must be made to flow over more metal to increase friction and
slow the centre so that the part is now even. Just for interest, they then pull the
strapping as it cools - just a small percentage so that when the lawn chair is in the
sun the strapping shrinks a little so now is nice and tight. Most car body side
moulding has a thick centre and a thinner edge, so is very prone to this problem.
Now I had to wait for a warm day. Laying the strips in the sunroom under direct
sunlight got them very warm soon enough. Perhaps 25 to 30 degrees C. This
allowed me to fit them easily to the exact place I wanted them. There is no sign
later of any undue stresses. Just for my own interest I did the same thing with the
old Jaguar parts and found that they relaxed to quite a curve, too. This is hard to
imagine that after 20 or 25 years the elastic memory is still there. Clearly I did not
have to hold the old ones in place as it no longer matters. So it was not just Dawn
who have die tuning issues, but Jaguar too! I feel better now that I did not buy
from a second rate outfit. It must be obvious by now that I have too much time on
my hands.
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Sir Stirling Moss
By Dorien Berteletti
At Easter we lost Sir Stirling Moss at the age of 90, and so goes another
link to the past. I was lucky to have met up with him at a number of
races, including the Mille Miglia, Watkins Glen, Shannonville and Rime
Rock - and the bottom line, the thing I remember most, is that he was a
fun guy to be with.
Obviously we talked about racing, but more often it was about the
people we knew and the humorous side to the sport, especially dealing
with the German, Italian and British teams.
I remember him telling a few of us, including Anne and I how he could
pick out a girl in the stands, whilst flying by at 150 mph and have her as
a date that evening.

One fellow racer, Peter, shared an interesting story with me: He was
entered in a vintage race and he had a C type Jaguar that he knew well
after some 5 years of racing. He had also trained at several driving
schools and felt quite confident. Stirling Moss was invited to drive at
the same event and was loaned an Aston Martin, but since he had not
been around for practice, he was put at the back of the pack. After a
few laps, my friend was entering this particular sweeping bend as fast
as he could go and doing his utmost and feeling pretty pleased with
himself. All of a sudden, Stirling flew past him in the bend driving with
one hand, while at the same time he was looking for something in the
glove box of the Aston! Rumours that later Peter burst into tears are
unconfirmed…
Years ago we were looking at my copy of our friend Count Lurani’s
book on the Mille Miglia and we came across a picture of him having
spun out. I asked him if he remembered. He laughed and wrote in my
book, “It was a bloody Italian! Stirling Moss” He won that event and
set a record of averaging over 98 mph over a 1000 miles of mostly
twisty roads that was never beaten.
No doubt
there will be
many
obituaries
written, so
you can get
information
on line. I
wanted to
share my
personal
thoughts on
a very
special
person.
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Fuel Additives - or Not
By Ed Taccone
Some of our HBCC members and friends have asked what kind of additive to use in their Classic and their everyday ride.
Firstly, thank you for consulting me with such an important question. I’ll do my best to explain the various additives; believe
me, there are many.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) requires all fuel that’s sold throughout the country to contain certain amounts of
additive deposits as a means of keeping costs down and the nation’s reliance on foreign oil minimal. The fuel that’s
currently sold at gas stations throughout the country is also designed so that any contained additives don’t lead to damage to
vehicle fuel systems, which can be costly to repair. But with all this being said, drivers today can purchase a range of fuel
additives, or gas treatments, to supplement the gasoline they’re pumping into their vehicles. Some are designed to keep fuel
from going bad, specifically in vehicles that only receive seasonal use. Others are designed to improve fuel economy and to
help clean the fuel system.
I have yet to find an additive that gives better fuel mileage. Knowing that it is supposed to, my foot automatically gets
heavier - but not quite like Ralph, Dorien or Margo. Ken Mason is no slouch either.
Some are designed to improve engine performance. Sorry, (I might get into trouble with this statement) but Lord knows
some MG’s need it. There are various categories of fuel additives, so it’s important to know what a particular additive is
supposed to do before putting it into your fuel tank. Let’s take a closer look at the various additives, how to administer them,
and what the best ones are to purchase for your vehicle and British Classic.
Some drivers (like Triumph owners) just want to have more control regarding what they’re putting into their vehicle. For
these drivers, fuel additives are an ideal complement to the gas they’re putting into their cars and trucks from the pump. But
like we eluded to in the opening, it’s important to first know what you want to accomplish when using an additive and then be
aware of what type of additive you need to achieve this. With that said, there are various different categories of fuel
additives. Here’s a look at the most popular:

Stabilizers are one of the most popular additives, and they’re designed to keep fuel in good working condition for several
months of non-use. They’ll also help prevent engine corrosion and gas separation when said vehicles are unused for long
periods of time. Fuel stabilizers are best administered in seasonal vehicles, like classic cars and sports cars, that get stored
for the winter. These stabilizers provide an alternative to running out the tank of gas on these vehicles, similar to what you’d
do on your lawnmower or snow blower when storing it for the off season. Generally speaking, the better the octane rating in
gasoline, the purer the fuel and the better the performance an engine gets out of it. These types of additives are typically
sought by owners of muscle cars like Vipers (I know someone that owns one of these), Oldsmobile 442, Trans Am 455
(those, too!). OK, my apologies, Aston Martin and Jaguar F-type also fit the muscle car criteria.
Injector cleaners help when a fuel injector is clogged up; it’s going to impact engine importance. Unfortunately, one of the
common side effects of ethanol, a common by-product in most fuel mixtures, is that it can have this impact on the fuel
Injectors. Injectors that are dirty and clogged often result in issues starting the vehicle, abnormal idling, a decrease in fuel
economy, and an engine that won’t respond how it’s supposed to. Administering an additive that’s designed to prevent the
injectors from clogging up and actually help clean them can be enticing for some drivers. If you have a lead foot like you
know who, then there is no need to worry about anything getting clogged up.
An anti-gel additive is used at low temperatures, diesel fuel can “gel” together and cause the fuel filter to clog up. As a
result, diesel drivers often have to either let the fuel warm up so that it “un-gels” or regularly change out the fuel filter to
properly start and drive the vehicle. It’s easier, however, to just administer an anti-gel fuel additive to prevent the fuel from
doing this altogether. These anti-gel additives are designed for diesel engines, and they work to lower the Cold Filter
Plugging Point, or CFPP, which is the temperature where “gelling” occurs in diesel engines. Same principal as ingesting a
little antifreeze while working in a non-heated shop.
Continued on 13

Our Sponsor
Many thanks to Ken Mason for showing support
for our Club through his lengthy Sponsorship of
the BRITISH DRIVEN newsletter.
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Fuel Additives - or Not

Continued from 12

Should I use fuel additives? Although injector cleaners and octane booster
additives are used more via personal preference rather than necessity by
most drivers, the same cannot be said for anti-gel diesel additives and fuel
stabilizers. In fact, these latter two types of additives are often crucial to
ensuring engine health and vehicle uptime, whether it’s during periods of
non-use or in frigid temperatures, respectively. This is also much easier on
the main diesel injection pump and injectors on cold winter days.
Most important is how to administer fuel additives. Aside from purchasing a
good fuel additive, knowing how much to administer is arguably the most
important thing. That’s because if you use too much and overdo it, you could
damage things like vehicle sensors and do more harm than good. Before
you add any fuel additives, make sure you thoroughly read and understand
the directions on how to administer it. Some suggest adding it differently
than others. For instance, with some, you may just add part of the bottle,
while for others you add all of it. How you add it may vary as well. The good
news is that as long as you’re following the directions, this is a super easy
task to complete. Here are the three ways fuel additives are typically added
to fuel tanks. If you own a British Classic it would be referred to as the
“petrol tank”. You’re welcome!
Blending method consists of filling an empty fuel tank up about halfway with
petrol, administering the additive, and then filling the tank up the rest of the
way with gas.
Full tank method consists of filling up the entire fuel tank with gas/petrol and
then adding the additive.
Empty tank method consists of administering the additive to an empty or near
-empty gas/petrol tank, then filling it up with gasoline/petrol. This is my
personal choice as I know it will mix well. It’s also worth noting that you may
elect to vary how you administer the additive based on the season you’re
driving in and what you want to accomplish.
The other question I get asked is, “What are the best fuel additives to use?”
According to various independent tests, much of the fuel additives on the
market didn’t live up to their claims. This was particularly true of additives
that were advertised as improving fuel economy. Noting this, it’s crucial that
you know what you’re putting into your vehicles , be it classics or today’s
newer vehicles. What is a good, quality product? This all starts with knowing
the best fuel additive brands and their particular offerings.
Best Injector Cleaners: BG44K is one of the best in the industry. It is
several decades old and works quickly. It’s designed only for gasoline
engines, however. Other good cleaners are Chevron, Techron, and Lucas
Fuel Treatment.
Sea Foam is also an excellent all round fuel injector cleaner. You can
pour Seam Foam motor treatment into your fuel tank (1 oz. per gallon of fuel)
directly to add lubrication, control moisture and stabilize your fuel. Also note
that it works well both with gas/petrol and diesel engines. If you’re using
ethanol fuel in your Classic, make sure you have it on hand. I, for one, like
this product and Ken Mason swears by it...and if Ken says it’s good, then it’s
excellent1
For fuel stabilizers Stabil 360, PRI-G, and Star Tron Enzyme are three of
the best. They are all designed to treat hundreds of gallons of fuel and keep
it good for up to several years.
Some of the best anti-gel products in this category include Howes Diesel
Treat and Rev-X Distance plus.
Octane boosters: If you want maximum performance in a fuel additive, go
with Torco Accelerator, anything by Klotz, or Lucas Octane Booster.
Hope you have found this article informative and if anyone has anything to
add, please feel free to let me know. Keep safe and healthy!
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Happy 50th Anniversary
Ed and Sandra Taccone
By Sonya Taccone
The location is Mississauga, Ontario and the date is June 6, 1970. A quiet,
shy, petite woman from England is wearing a pretty white dress (without
being too ornate). Her long red hair, blue eyes and fair skin stand out in
contrast to everyone around her, but she doesn’t realize just how pretty she
is. She is marrying a tall, outgoing man from Italy with a contagious laugh.
His dark hair, brown eyes and olive skin the picture of health on a warm
summer day, but he doesn’t actually know just how handsome he is. How
very Canadian this wedding is. Present is a large Italian family all trying to
talk over one another and a small English family very entertained by the
former. To be sure, there is a nice car for the newly married couple to drive
around in for the day - the groom will have seen to that. After the church
ceremony, the reception would have lots of food and dancing. Undoubtedly,
Love Me Tender by Elvis is played at some point in the night. The couple I
write of are Ed and Sandra Taccone and on June 6, 2020 they will celebrate
50 years of marriage. While a formal in-person celebratory gathering is not
possible, let the virtual and social distancing celebrations begin with this
newsletter.
My parents do not know I have submitted this article to HBCC BRITISH
DRIVEN, so thank you Kimberly for embracing the idea. If you know Ed and
Sandra, my mother is not one for surprises or having attention cast upon her,
but my father is not shy of being the centre of things . Truth be told, it
came as a surprise to discover that my dad enjoys to write. Not only articles
for this newsletter, but poetry and all forms of creative expression. I feel that
I have come to know my father a little more through BRITISH DRIVEN, which
is why I chose it as one way to honour my parents on their 50th.
To look upon Ed and Sandra is to see the old adage, “opposites attract” as
they differ both physically and in personality. That said, their marital success
lies in their similarities, which is a deep respect of one another, shared core
values, a strong love of their home, family and friends and endless support
for one another. As a teenager, this united front was impenetrable, and
frustrating as a result. As an adult, I feel very fortunate to have grown up
with such parents.
Continued on 15
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Happy 50th Anniversary
Ed and Sandra TacconeContinued from 14
My dad has always worked a lot and had multiple projects on the go. He
cannot sit still. My mom has always been his biggest support and cheer–
leader. When my mom takes on new hobbies or educational pursuits, my
dad celebrates her accomplishments openly. Perhaps you have been to an
event hosted by Ed and Sandra? If so, you will likely recall my father doing
all he can to ensure people connect and have fun. He loves to tell jokes and
make people laugh. What is your favourite Ed joke, gag or activity? I hope
something just popped into mind. Quietly preparing and ensuring everything
runs smoothly is my mom. She doesn’t like to draw attention to herself, but
does have a great sense of humour and enjoys seeing everyone have fun.
Even when they may seem very different, their shared goals are the same.
To support and celebrate your partner as my parents do is love personified.

To know my parents is to know how much they love each other, how much
their family means to them and that they absolutely adore their grandchildren. They will always be there for a friend and will do all they can to help
however they can. My father genuinely likes to solve a problem (especially if
it involves a car engine) and helping people is currency for him. HBCC has
been very special to both my parents, so I feel fortunate to have the
opportunity to add this to your newsletter. I see on the list of HBCC events
that you have a Care-a-van scheduled for June 6; what a wonderful event to
host! I hope my parents participate and you will congratulate them on their
50 years while also sending out a positive message in the community.
By now you will have noticed we Taccone’s are not short for words; I could
go on for pages and days, but I will borrow from Elvis and sum up with:
“Love me tender, love me sweet
Never let me go
You have made my life complete
And I love you so.”
While I have taken it upon myself to write this, it really is from me and my
brothers Ed and Keith, plus our significant others Chris, Julie and Steph. It is
also from the grandchildren: Athena (and Sebastian), Isaac, Mattea and
Nella. We are fortunate to have Ed and Sandra as our parents/grandparents
and we hope you will share with us in wishing them a happy 50th Wedding
Anniversary.

The beautiful Taccone family: Sebastian, Ed, Athena, Isaac, Mattea, Sonya,
Sandra, Chris, Nella, Steph, Keith, Julie and Ed Jr.
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If you are interested in entering photos of your car in the Virtual Car Show, but do not have a Facebook Account,
you may forward your photos and information to Ed Taccone at the email address noted above to be posted on
your behalf. All other rules apply.
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